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This book is decent for learning basic Japanese, but it is in no way worth the hefty price tag.

Interactions seem robotic and are often impractical for non-business purposes. In addition, I think

that not enough effort was put into other aspects of Japanese such as kanji and vocabulary. It tries

too hard to cover every aspect of Japanese - listening, speaking, writing, etc - and because they're

trying so hard to do all that in a single book everything kinda seems half-done. It's an okay book but

there are better alternatives out there.

If you have a good teacher and you use the website ([...]) and you get the compatible workbook, it's



not so bad. Learning Japanese isn't ever going to be easy and there isn't a magic textbook to do

that, but this one helps you out as best a textbook can. It's a bit hard to navigate sometimes, but the

basics are all here. It's expensive, but so are all mandatory college textbooks. Again, you need the

website above to hear the pronunciation and the workbook for more hands on learning, but this is a

good reference to have. If you're in a classroom, this is a good book.

We used this book in my college Japanese class.It's very good if you want a very in depth look at

the japanese written/read language and grammar... though I feel this is a great learning aid, I also

feel bombarded with the amount of grammar explanations in this book, my classmates and I

struggled to really learn how to speak/communicate, though most of us feel fairly proficient with

reading/writing now.However, even though I am giving it 4 stars (it really is a good learning aid), I do

feel there are better books out there for learning to SPEAK Japanese, that are much less grammar

oriented.

This book has a lot of examples in it and is very similar to the language books I had in high school.

Its sectioned off nicely, and gives tidbits about culture and why certain aspects of speech are the

way they are, (such as saying sorry when you leave, stuff that doesn't really make sense at first). I

like it.

Great Item thanks!

The book was in good condition

I'm taking a Japanese I course and I have to say the book coupled witha good teacher = excellent,

with a bad teacher not helpful at all. If you are attempting to learn Japanese by yourself, I'd suggest

a different book coupled with children's textbooks (very helpful! pictures and simple words that

improve with grade level) Very good book though. The site has an audio library that has recordings

of the activities in each chapter, which helps a ton if you are having trouble pronouncing phrases,

words, etc. The book is not as bad as everyone says!

perfect condition, super happy with it
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